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Color block road smash hit 3ds

Completing Challenge Tokens will reward the player with various rewards, from stages to custom specials, Mii Fighter gear, trophies, and more. Certain challenges marked by a light blue square will reward the player with a hammer that can be used to instantly obtain the challenge reward, without having to complete it.
Keep in mind that if the challenge is to unlock a character or other secret, breaking the mosaic won't give you that character. There are 140 Challenge panels in the Wii U version of Smash Bros. For more information about the challenge, its reward, and tips for beating it, see the table below to find the corresponding
challenge (Row Cards and Column Numbers). RED panels cannot be unlocked with a hammer, and BLUE panels will reward you with a hammer (both purple rewards you and is immune to a hammer) For 3DS challenges, see Page 1, Page 2, and Page 3Challenge: Clear Classic at 9.0 intensity without losing a single
life. Reward: Double Final Smasher Protection Badge HammerStrategies: Challenge: Play as Lucina and score 8 or more KOs in a single Cruel Smash. Reward: Vampire Breaststroke Badge You can't use HammerStrategies: Lucina can use her counter movement with great effect, as long as it's her timed right. To make
the most of his attack, he lures wrestlers to the side of the stage and continuously falls below the stage and retrieves it before they can hit you. Then he climbs up and dodges rolling behind them, keeping his back to the edge. As they become attack, use your counter to hit all of them, with the power of your attack
reflected - they must fly quite far. Added with their terrible recovery, most of them should not come back. Then repeat the process for the next group, taking care not to get stuck or flooded by the fighters, and keep an eye out for the Mii Gunner's long-range attack. Challenge: Play alone and like Dr. Mario and get a Fever
Rush 8 or more times in a single Trophy Rush game. Reward: 100000G HammerStrategies cannot be used: Using a custom Dr. Mario who has increased power, speed and starts with an item (preferably a star rod) makes this challenge much easier. A stronger item allows you to destroy cement blocks and cannons
easily, but the Star Rod has the added benefit of shooting stars strong enough to remove timed bombs or destroy the entire bottom of the stage. Challenge: Play as Pit and score 4 or more KOs in a single Cruel Solo Strike Reward: Reaper Trophy Strategies: Instead of using the counter strategy used with Lucina, Pit has
to rely on back throws to get the Mii off the stage. At first go immediately to the side of the there should only be one Mii there, throw them away quickly. Then continuously dodge on the edge, if a single Mii is within range of backward shooting, throw them away. If Mii's group around you simply jumps on one side, grabs
the ledge, rolls past them, then runs the other way, waits for a Mii to go within range and repeat. This requires a little patience and few attempts, so don't get discouraged! :D Good Luck Challenge: Play as PAC-MAN in Stage 3 and score 300000 or more in Solo Target Blast using the Reward: Whomp Trophy Strategies:
PAC-MAN back wall can fully charge your Up-Smash without having to touch the bomb. Start by jumping to the other side of the pump completely loading an Up-Smash. This will start the bomb, go up to it make another Up-Smash, then Up-Tilts until it's 75%. You should have 4 seconds to fully charge a downward blow to
the back wall. The pump will get the annoying targets at the bottom right, as well as clean some of the blocks for the larger pump. For the larger pump use the same strategy. Jump to the other side, fully charge an Up-Smash, climb up, then up-Tilts until the pump is around 83%. Instead of a Down-Smash make a fully
charged Forward-Smash towards the back wall with the pump about 4 seconds. Your goal is that the pump to get out is the middle of the stage, so you may have to wait to start crushing. When it explodes, it will activate the two bombs on the stage and eliminate most if not all Red Targets (had 1 leftover) and blocks.
Using this I have 360000, but took some attempts though. Good luck! Challenge: Clear Solo Classic in 12 minutes with an intensity of 9.0 while playing as MarthReward: Critical Hitter Sword Strategies: Challenge: Collect all of the special moves Reward: Smooth Lander Brawn Badge Strategies: Challenge: Collect all of
the custom OutfitsReward: Able Sisters Trophy Strategies: Challenge: Get 8 or more KOs in a single Cruel SmashReward: Toadsworth Trophy: Strategies For A2 for on completing challenges on eleven. Challenge: Collect all custom strategies from HeadgearReward: Majora's Mask Trophy Strategies: Challenge: Clear
All-Star on hard with all charactersReward: Saki Amamiya Trophy Strategies: Challenge: Destroy a total of 50,000 or more blocks in Trophy RushReward: Moon Launcher Protection Badge Strategies: Challenge: Clear the true Solo All-Star mode on normal or while higher playing as Captain Hawk Without Healing:
Deathborn Trophy Strategies Challenge: Score at least 450000 points in a single Target Blast game in Stage 3 Reward: Magolor Trophy Strategies: Challenge: Collect over 300000G Reward: Prince of Sable Trophy Cannot Use HammerStrategies Challenge: Collect 300000G Reward: Prince of Sable Trophy Cannot Use
HammerStrategies Challenge: Collect 700 Unique TrophiesRecar: Item Batsman Agility Strategies: Challenge: Get a Perfect at Every Stage of Target Blast Reward: 20000G Strategies: Challenge: Clear Crazy Orders after 20 or more while playing as MarioReward : F.L.U.D.D. Trophy Strategies: Just go for the easiest
tickets like giant battle, hordes and metal battle. You'll almost always have at least one of these there and I put them in order of what you should go for. For giant all you do is load fludd while you does the job and then remove it by using high recoil movements like f-smash and right peak. for the horde just find an
inclination that works and use it or use it and the shots back, and for the metal just try to get them off the stage and let gravity do its job. Challenge: Get a score of over 85 in a single Rival SmashReward: Waluigi Trophy Strategies: Check out the strategy in C8 for some basic tips for this challenge. Be sure to grab the
prisoners blocks and smart bombs that appear. Also, keep an eye on your opponent and use tilts to steal some of the points they're trying to earn. Only fight the opponent when you have a clean shot, otherwise leave them alone or run away from them. They won't chase you, so there's no point wasting your time fighting
them when you might be getting points. Challenge: Collect all CDs reward strategies: Tac Trophy Strategies: Challenge: Clear Classic at 9.0 intensity without any Reward customization: Knuckle Joe Trophy Strategies: Challenge: Clear the true Solo All-Star mode within 6 minutes while playing as Ji JigglypuffReward:
Koffing Trophy HammerStrategies: Challenge: Clear Classic at intensity 8.0 with 3 or more charactersReviate: Master Fortress: : Second Wave CD You can't use HammerStrategies : Challenge: Start the final battle with 10 wrestlers in Smash TourReward: Flying Man Trophy Strategies: Challenge: Clear the true All-Star
mode on hard while playing as Duck HuntReward: Samus (Dark Suit) Trophy Cannot Use HammerStrategies: Challenge: Play as Ganondorf and hit Sandbag at least 3280 ft. in Home-Run ContestReward: King K. Rool Trophy Strategies: , drop the bat and start with 3 fast-forward hit attacks, then turn and repeatedly use
your forward tilt kick to accumulate the damage. As the timer is about to hit 1, let Sandbag hit the ground behind you and punch reverse sorcerer (Hit B and immediately turn) and watch Sandbag fly! Challenge: Clear the true All-Star mode in 6 minutes while playing as ShulkReward: Mechonis Trophy Strategies:
Challenge: Clear to 3-Minute Smash after getting 120 KOs Reward: Kritter Trophy Strategies: Find a character with a fast and harmful tilt (like Kirby, Falco, Link and others) and stand on one of the lower platforms. As the fighters appear, they will fall or jump toward the platform. Keep using your tilt up to fly them, and deal
with any stragglers when you have time. Challenge: Clear true All-Star mode on normal difficulty without using Healing ItemsRecar: 15000G HammerStrategies: Challenge: Complete reward conditions for all solo eventsRepue Rt: Galacta Knight Trophy Can't use HammerStrategies: Challenge: Erase True All-Star
without regaining health between rounds while playing as Zero Suit SamusReward: Gun Trophyship : Shadow Trophy Can't use HammerStrategies : Challenge: Clear Classic in intensity 7.0 or With all characters Reward: Regal Crown (Mii Headgear) Strategies: Challenge: Clear the Final Battle event on difficult difficulty
Reward: Souflee Trophy Strategies: Strategies: Play as Bowser Jr. in Stage 1 and get a score of 150,000 or more in a single Target BlastReward: Countdown Drill equipmentStrategies: Challenge: Get a chain of at least 100 Rush Trophy without taking damage while playing only as SamusReward: KO Healer Arm
Cannon Strategies: Clear Challenge All-Star on Hard Difficulty with 8 or more Reward Characters : Calorie Immortal Protection Badge Strategies: Challenge: Erase the true All-Star Solo mode hard while playing as Ike Reward: Black Knight Trophy Strategies: Challenge: Play only Cruel Smash like Luigi and survive for 1
minute Reward: Mr. L Trophy Strategies: When the match starts, Go hide on the edge, when the miis come, Make an Edge attack, then quickly shorthop and dodge then return to the connection with Up B , Repeat until you have survived for one minute.P.S. : Do not make a Down B, EVER. Challenge: Hit Sandbag 3280
ft. or more at Home-Run ContestReward: Daisy (Baseball) Trophy Strategies: See C6 to learn how to overcome both challenges at once as Ganondorf. Challenge: Delete a Master Order on Intense Difficulty Reward: Desperate Specialist Agility Badge Strategies: Challenge: Clear Crazy Orders After 12 or more Turns
Reward: Soda Popinski Trophy Strategies: Challenge: Use Diddy Kong and get 3 or more KOs on your opponent in a single Rival Smash Award: Dixie Kong Trophy Strategies: Challenge: Clear the True All-Star Mode on Hard Hard Difficulti Reward : Perfect Shield Help Brawn Badge You can't use HammerStrategies:
Challenge: Get 120 or more KOs in a single Endless SmashReward: Non-Assault Attacker Agility Badge Strategies: Choose a character with a strong, fast upward tilt attack (such as Kirby, Fox, Link, and others) and move to one of the lower platforms. When fighters appear from the top or side, keep using your upward
tilt attack for KO them en masse, and then clean and stragglers who are not taking the bait. Challenge: Clear Classic at intensity 8.0 with 2 or more characters Reward: Master Fortress: First Wave CD Cannot Use HammerStrategies: Challenge: Clear the Kirby's Crazy Appetite event on hard difficulty Reward: Fire Kirby
Trophy Strategies: Instead of collecting food, use Kirby's B to suck it up and get more health again. Challenge: Clear crush 10 men in 25 seconds with all characters Reward: Wonder-Yellow Trophy Strategies: Challenge: Clear a 3-minute solo hit after getting 100 or more KOs while playing as Mii Gunner Reward: Birdo
Trophy Strategies: Challenge: Challenge: Get a chain of 300 or more in a single Trophy RushReward: Commander Video Trophy Strategies game Challenge: Play as Ness in Stage 3 and get a score of 200,000 or more in a single Target BlastReward game: Jeff Trophy Strategies: Challenge: Play as Meta Knight and
score KOs o más en Solo Endless Smash Reward: Substitute Doll Trophy Strategies: Challenge: Get a Perfect on any stage in Target Blast Reward: 5000G Strategies: Challenge: Clear all of the Solo Events Reward: Special Flap Trophy, HammerStrategies: Challenge: Clear a a a Order on difficult difficulty or higher
while playing as King DedeReward: King Dedede's Theme CD Strategies: Challenge: Clear just 3 minutes away smash after getting 110 or more KOs while playing as BowserReward: Banzai Bill Trophy Strategies: Challenge: Clear Solo 10- Man Smash without taking any damage while playing as Dr. Mario. Reward: Dr.
Mario game (Masterpieces) You can't use HammerStrategies: Challenge: Play alone and like Fox and get a Rush Fever 6 or more times in a single Trophy RushReward: Krystal Trophy Strategies: Challenge: KO your opponent 4 or more times in a single Rival Smash Reward: Climb Iceers Trophy Strategies: Challenge:
Crazy Clear Orders after 10 or more turns with GrenjaReward! (Reshiram/Zekrom) CD Strategies: Challenge: Delete a master order on very difficult difficulty or superior reward: Compensation Attacker Protection Badge cannot use HammerStrategies: Challenge: Get a chain of at least 200 in Trophy Rush while playing
alone as Donkey KongReward: DK Rap CD Strategies: Challenge: Get 3 or more Checkpoint Bonuses in Smash TourReward: Bionis Trophy Strategies: Challenge: Clear Solo 100-Man Fighter Reward: Multi-Man Melee 2 (Melee) CD Strategies: Challenge: Collect 300 unique trophiesReward: Timmy &amp; Tommy
Trophy Strategies: Challenge: Score at least 200,000 points in a single game of Target Blast on Stage 2 Reward: Pac-Man's Dire Hydrant Custom Special Move Strategies: Challenge: Defeat 12 or more fighters in a single SmashReward: Crazy Pass Strategies : Come first in 5 or more Smash Tour Battles Reward:
2,000G Strategies: Challenge: Watch the Final of Each SmashReward Fighter: Smash Ball Trophy Strategies: Challenge: Destroy 250 or more Blocks in a Single Game from Trophy RushReward: Crazy Orders Pass Strategies: Challenge: Get at Least 1 KO in a Single Cruel SmashReward: Duck Hunt Stage Cannot
HammerStrategies: You can do this in several ways, You can do as the method used for A2 as Lucina. You can also try to protect the edge and throw a fighter as they have a terrible recovery – or you can attack from under the edge with characters like Ike and Kirby to accumulate damage before hitting them. Challenge:
Clear only Classic in 20 minutes while playing as OlimarReward: Mission Mode Mission (CD) Strategies: Lower the intensity to 0.0, which will cost you 100G, and this task will be as easy as! Challenge: Play as Zelda in Stage 1 and get a score of 150000 or more in a single Solo Target Blast Reward: Wolf Link Trophy
Strategies: Challenge: Clear Solo Classic game in Intensity 5.5 or higher, Playing as Wario without any Customization Reward: Full Steam Ahead (Spirit Tracks) CD You can't use HammerStrategies: Challenge: Clear All-Star in Normal or Higher playing as LucarioReward: Meloetta (Pokemon) Strategies: Challenge:
Clear only 100-Man Smash within 3 minutes while playing as SonicReward: Speed Skater Strategies: Challenge: Hit Sandbag entre 16400 16400 1656 ft. In the Solo Home-Run contest while playing as R.O.B.Reward: Dr. Light Trophy You can't use HammerStrategies: Challenge: Play alone and as Robin and get a
Fever Rush 4 or more times in a single Trophy RushReward: Conquest (Ablaze) CD Strategies: Challenge: Play alone game and like Pikachu and destroy 200 blocks in a single Trophy RushReward game : Xerneas (Pokemon) Strategies: Challenge: Clear 10-Man Smash in 17 Seconds Reward: Gerudo Valley CD
Strategies: Choose a character with a very fast tilt+strong attack (such as Link, Kirby, Falco and others) and quickly reach one of the side platforms. Most fighters should fall when they appear directly in your rapid upward tilt attacks, letting you clean up one or two stragglers who didn't attack you fast enough. Challenge:
Play as a sheikh and score 50 KOs or more in just Endless SmashReward: Tetra Trophy Strategies: Challenge: Hit Sandbag between 1640 and 1656 feet. In Home-Run ContestReward: Wonder-Green Trophy Strategies: Challenge: Clear Fitness Junkie event in normal or higher Reward: Snorlax Trophy Cannot Use
HammerStrategies: Challenge: Get a chain of at last 150 in Trophy Rush while playing alone as FalcoReward : Accele-Reflector (Flaco Custom Move) HammerStrategies: Challenge: Get a maximum combo of 50 or more in TrainingReward: Unharmed Speed Demon Agility Badge Strategies : To get a high combo, simply
use the item's spawner to create as many smart bombs as the game allows, around your opponent. Then simply hit one to initiate a chain reaction that will easily bring your combo above 50. Challenge: Hit Sandbag 1968 ft. or more in Home Run ContestReward: Earthbound Masterpiece Strategies: Challenge: Use a Tour
Item 18 or more times in Smash TourReward: Riki Trophy Strategies: Challenge: Play as Link and score 50 KOs or more in just Endless SmashReward: Ripping BoomerangStrategies: Challenge: Play alone and as Mr. Game &amp; Destroy : Flat Zone X (stage) HammerStrategies: Challenge: Clear only Classic at 5.5
intensity while playing as KirbyReward : Kirby's Adventure Masterpiece Strategies: Challenge: Play as Palutena in Stage 2 and score 80,000 or more in target blast alone using the back wall reward: In the Space-Pirate Ship (CD) Strategies: Challenge: Challenge: Clear Crazy Orders After 5 or More Turns Reward: Speed
Crasher Badge Agility Strategies: Challenge: Get a score of more than 20 in a single SmashReward : Star Wolf CD Strategies: Challenge: Play as Charizard and get a score of 328 feet or more in the Solo Home-Run contest without using Chard's Reward: Rock Hurl Custom Special Move Strategies bat: Challenge: KO
your opponent 2 or more times in a single Rival SmashReward: SMB3 Medley CD Strategies: Challenge: Clear the No Mero Sparr Matching Event on Normal Difficulty Punch-Out!! With Mr. Dream Master Work Challenge: Clear only Classic without losing a single life while playing as Little MacReward: Title (Punch-Out!!)
CD Strategies: Lowers the intensity to 0.0, which costs 100G. Challenge: Get a score of 25 or more on a single Rival Smash while playing as Dark PitReward: Guiding Bow (Dark Pit Custom Special) You can't use HammerStrategies: Challenge: Play as Toon Link in Stage 2 and get a score of 120,000 or more in a single
target BlastReward: Lor Starcutter Strategies game Trophy Credits: Challenge: Revealing the entire wall during credits Reward: CD Credits You can't use HammerStrategies: Challenge: Clear Classic at 5.5 Intensity or Top Reward: Master Core CD You can't use HammerStrategies: Challenge: Get a maximum combo of
30 or more in TrainingReward: Wii Sports Resort CD Strategies: To get a high combined score high , summon various smart bombs around your opponent and turn them all on for a massive combo. Challenge: Clear Only Classic while playing as YoshiReward: Yoshi (Masterpiece) Strategies: Challenge: Clear 10-Man
Smash in 25 seconds Reward: Fancy Suit for Mii FighterStrategies: As with other Multi-Man Smash challenges, Choose a character with a fast and strong upward tilt attack (such as Kirby, Link, Fox and others) and stay on one of the side platforms, using the upward tilt attack to quickly clear the fighters as they fall from
above, then finish the rest. Challenge: Play as Peach and press Sandbag at least 1049 ft. in single Home-Run ContestReward: Title Ending / Super Mario World CD Strategies: Challenge: Get 50 or more KOs in Endless SmashReward: No-Flinch Smasher Protection Badge Strategies: As with other Multi-Man challenges,
pick a character with fast and strong up-tilt, Link, Fox and others) and stay on one side platform, using the tilt-up attack to quickly clear the wrestlers as they fall from above, then finish the rest. Challenge: Clear Classic without losing a single life Reward: Dr. Kawashima Trophy Strategies: Lower the intensity to 0.0, which
will cost you 100G. Challenge: Clear All-Star on Normal Difficulty or Higher Reward: Brawn Badge Hyper Smasher Can't Use HammerStrategies: Challenge: Erase 100-Man Smash in 3 Minutes Reward: Wii Fit Plus Medley CD Can't use HammerStrategies: As with other multi-man crushing challenges, choose a
character with quick Crushing challenges and strong tilt attack up (like Kirby, Link, Fox and others) and stay on one of the side platforms, using the upward tilt attack to quickly clear the fighters as they fall from above, then finish the rest. Challenge: Clear the event Behind enemy linesReward: Tricky Trophy Strategies:
Challenge: Clear 100-Man SmashReward: Tetris Type B CD + HammerStrategies: Al that with other Multi-Man Smash challenges, choose a character with a fast and strong tilt attack (such as Kirby, Link, Fox and others) and stay on one of the side platforms, using the tilt up attack to quickly clear the fighters as they fall
from above, then finish the rest. Rest. or more KOs reward: 1,000G Strategies: As with other Multi-Man Smash challenges, choose a character with a fast and strong upward tilt attack (such as Kirby, Link, Fox and others) and stay on one side platform, using the upward tilt attack to quickly clear fighters as they fall from
above , then finish the game: Play the game in over 10 hours of Reward. : Resetti Trophy Strategies: Challenge: Clear Classic to Intensity 2.0 with 5 or more Characters Reward: Master Hand Trophy + HammerCannot Use HammerStrategies: Challenge: Collect 50 different special movesReentro: Agile Dodger Agility
Insignia Strategies: Challenge: Recovering Statistics Increases a Metroid Station Stole You in Smash TourReward: Vs. Parasite Queen Strategies (CD): Challenge: Score at least 150,000 points in a single Target Blast game in Stage 1 Reward : Diddy Kong custom Move Strategies: Challenge: Clear Falchion Seal on
Normal Difficulty or Superior Reward: Marth Custom Move Strategies: For this event, you'll have to defeat giant Charizard as Robin, but you can only KO him forever with a Smash Final, any other attack that KOs will simply bring him back. Feel free to accumulate some damage on it so you can keep it away by the time
the hit ball appears, then just be patient and align your punch so you can hit it with your Final Strike. Challenge: Get a chain of 100 or more in a single game from Trophy RushReward: Chain Chomp Hat Strategies: This challenge can be done with any fighter, so choose someone you know well so you can destroy blocks
with ease. Just avoid falling bombs, lightning balls and cannons - although you can keep your chain running after being damaged as long as another block breaks fast. Challenge: Of course only 10-Man Smash in 35 seconds while playing as Mii BrawlerReward: Fighter Uniform (Costume) Strategies: Mii Brawlers has a
strong downward tilt that covers a good range, so stay close to the edge of a platform and stay on it until only the big version of yourself remains, then take it down with a few well-placed crush attacks. Challenge: Collect 15 different special movesRecar: Air attacker brawn badge strategies: There is not a single way to
collect custom specials, as you can find them in a variety of modes, such as Classic, All-Star, Smash Tour and Master and Crazy Orders. Challenge: Clear crazy orders while playing as VillagerReward: Rover Trophy &amp; Hammer Strategies: View M8 for Challenge strategies: Clear the event When lightning
strikeReward: Pokemon Stadium 2 Stage Strategies: For this event, you'll face 3 very large Pikachu. Be difficult KO them, unless you can even the odds by getting one of the Lightning elements that appears on the Stage. However, if an enemy catches him first, you'll easily be KO'd. Keep trying to get the Lightning first
and use that time to KO the others. Challenge: Collect 50 unique trophies Reward: Celeste Trophy Strategies: Self-Explanatory - you can get From almost any mode - Classic, All-Star, Trophy Rush, Smash Tour, or you can simply buy them in the store every day! Challenge: Clear the Playing TricksReward: Smashville
Stage Strategies: For this event, you need to catch both villagers on the ground with a Pitfall object at the same time. To do this, you can throw two different traps and have both stuck before one breaks out, or wait until they get close enough that you can get two for the price of a shot. Challenge: Delete a master order
while playing as Mega ManReward: Mega Man's Tornado Hold Custom Special Move Strategies: View N3 for Challenge strategies: Clear Crazy OrdersReprofiest: Crazy Hand Trophy Strategies: Crazy Hand Orders differs from master orders in that while tickets are random, the difficulty will increase over time - and your
damage will accumulate (although your health will drop a little between matches). There's also a 10-minute timer that you can't let run out before your final battle with Mad Hand. For an easy time, just complete a ticket and get straight into the crazy hand fight. Challenge: Play all maps in Smash TourReward: PAC-LAND
Stage Strategies: Self-explantory - if you're not a Smash Tour fan, just put on 3 CPUs and do something else – 90% Smash Tour is fully automated if a player takes too long, with the exception of battles, as you'll have to press X to let a CPU fight for you, or just don't do anything instead. Challenge: Get a chain of at least
50 in Trophy Rush while playing solo as Wii Fit TrainerReward: Wii Fit U Trainer Trophy Strategies: Getting a 50-hit chain in Trophy Rush won't take long, but give yourself enough time in case you fight. You can even suffer damage and continue your chain, as long as you don't wait too long between strokes. Try to get a



fever rush by hitting the gold blocks to secure a long series of hits. Challenge: Clear 10-Man SmashReward: 100 Gold Strategies: As with other multi-man crushing challenges, choose a character with a fast and strong upward tilt attack (such as Kirby, Link, Fox and others) and stay on one of the side platforms, using the
upward tilt attack to quickly clear fighters as they fall from above, then finish the rest. Challenge: Delete a Master Order while playing as RosalinaReward: Comet Observatory / Luma Theme (CD) Strategies: As mentioned in N3, make sure you know what kind of match you are getting into, as the rules and paramatists are
randomized each time. Shoot for easy difficulty if you're not familiar with Rosalina. Challenge: Delete a Master Order Entry Reward: Crazy Order Pass Strategies: Master Orders Vary in Difficulty, so choose a you feel comfortable with and look for a ticket with easy difficulty. Matches can vary wildly, so be sure to read the
rules carefully before diving in. You can even combine this challenge with another one by playing as Rosalina or Mega Man. Challenge: Bump into a enemy who appears on the board during Smash TourReward: Nabbit Trophy Trophy This challenge can be defeated by any human player on Smash Tour, simply by
entering an enemy that appears on stage. If you don't want to leave anything to chance, use 4 controllers to manually direct each player. Challenge: Create a mii Fighter in Custom Reward: Peach's Crown (Mii Headgear) Strategies: Self-explanatory - just create a Mii fighter, either through a stock character, one of the Mii
you've made or import one! Challenge: Customize a fighter in Custom Reward: Shield Regenerator Protection Badge Strategies: Self-explanatory - simply customize a character with any of the equipment already provided, or anything you unlock while playing. Challenge: Create a stage in Stage BuilderReward: Saharah
Trophy Strategies: Self-explanatory - just build one stage, no matter how simple! Challenge: Bump at all once while playing Smash TourReward: Mecha Suit (Mii Outfit) Strategies: While this challenge should be simple enough for anyone who plays Smash Tour, the easiest way to get this and other Smash Tour-related
challenges is to get 4 controllers and manually direct each player so that everyone bumps into a player. Please note that the game will automatically move players after some time. Challenge: Clear event The original heavyweightsReen: Kongo Jungle 64 Stage Strategies: This is a fairly simple event, as long as you don't
go for the optional reward. Try to extend Bowser and DK so you have room to punish either while the other tries to come back to you. If you're taking them near a stage edge, try throwing them back for an easy KO. Challenge: Clear All-Star Mode Reward: Victini Pokemon, HammerStrategies: This can be done on any
difficulty, so be sure to choose someone you're good with, and fighters with great survival help. Note that you can only use 4 different recovery items in the rest period between matches, so use them sparingly (try to toggle with one recovery item every two matches). Alternatively, Robin's Nosferatu attack can still drain
health, providing the only trap in this mode. Do you know a great way to overcome a certain challenge? Press the EDIT button at the top and share your secrets to clear the challenge panels! A great method to overcome various Target Blast challenges is to use Yoshi. Use your aerial flutter kick down on the bomb a
couple of times before launching it with a hugely successful attack to give it a good trajectory and power. To get a high score in the Home-Run contest, use Ganondorf and crush 3 times, turn around, make 4-5 side tilts and then make a B attack backwards (press B and immediately press the opposite direction you're
looking at the circle. To get a high combo for one of the challenges, put 4 smart bombs (the B's) together and start them all at once and you will see the combined meter soared from 60 - 100+. To easily overcome any of the multi-man crushing challenges (100 man, 3 minutes, etc.), except for the cruel crush, stand in the
center of the stage and we Donkey Kongs down crush (where (where (where their hands on the ground).) This has a high-impact area and always results in a KO. Ko.
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